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Normally, we are against billboards cluttering up the Berks County
landscape. In The case of a new advertising campaign being launched by the
Old Reading Brewery, Inc., however, we are willing to make an exception.

It seems that the brewery’s advertising agency has secured exclusive
rights to the famed Vargas girl, long glorified in Esquire. And, in a breathless
joint communique from Ed Cleghorn, of the Ted Black agency, and Larry Levy,
of the Old Reading staff, we are informed that the No. 1 Vargas girl today is
none other than a local product  - one Shirley Buchanan – a native if Virginville.

Actually, three top Vargas models posed for the series of ads and
billboards soon to grace the local scene. Miss Feldstadt – whose professional
name is Shirley Buchanan – is the voluptuous blond attired in pink shoes, pink
hair-ribbon, and what we imagine to be a pink dress. We haven’t  met the
others.

According to Chet Homan, postmaster of Virginville, the Feldstadt
family moved from Berks County to California back in 1934. Shirley was only
six at the time, Homan recalls, and showed absolutely no indication that she
would someday blossom into a Vargas girl.  Although it sounds like the
invention of Dat Ole Debbil , the press agent, Miss Feldstadt (Buchanan) said
she had no idea she would be modeling for a Berks County product, Old
Reading Beer, one of whose slogans happens to be:  “From the Heart of the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.” It wasn’t until contract-signing time in New York
City recently that she learned of the happy coincidence.

According to Harry Fischman, president of the brewery, Miss Feldstadt
(Buchanan) was “positively thrilled” with the knowledge that she would be
returning home on a billboard. She said she hoped someday to revisit Virginville
and, perhaps, autograph a few posters.   Meanwhile, all of us can gaze with
chest-filling pride upon the creamy pink vision of Miss Shirley Feldstadt, of
Virginville, adorning the countryside on a billboard which also displays the
legend: “Traditionally Pennsylvania Dutch!”

From Virginville to Vargas
READING EAGLE – (Reading, PA)
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